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By Duane Thomas
A great advantage the Glock enjoys over, well,

anything else is that it was designed from the
ground up as a modular handgun. Add to this the
fact that the Glock is, literally, the easiest gun in
the world to completely detail strip. These two
facts, working together, have led to an extremely
vigorous aftermarket parts industry built around
the Glock. Because once you know how to detail
strip and reassemble it (and it ain’t hard to learn,
folks) no further special pistolsmithing skills are
required to repair or (hopefully) improve the gun
by simply replacing a particular drop-in part with
another drop-in part.

The polygonal rifling in stock Glock barrels is
well known to cause heavy barrel leading, with an
attendant increase in chamber pressures. With the
rising costs of bullets these days, some people,
even those who’ve previously gone away from
lead to exclusively jacketed or plated bullets, are
looking again at lead for reasons of economy. Sev-
eral companies offer aftermarket Glock barrels
with conventional rifling. Mostly these are match
barrels that require fitting to work. However, to my
mind, any part requiring pistolsmith installation
loses a lot the of Glock’s do-it-yourself appeal.
Enter Lone Wolf Distributors, a company special-
izing in aftermarket Glock parts, including, among
many other things, conventionally rifled replace-
ment Glock barrels.

Even if you don’t fire lead ammo, there are
other reasons to consider an aftermarket Glock
barrel: caliber interchangeability. A .40 Glock can
be retrofitted with a .357 SIG barrel, or even a
9mm Parabellum (though the latter might or might
not, depending on who you ask, require switching
the extractor and ejector, as well). If you already
own, say, a .40 Glock 22 and you’d like to have a
Glock in .357 SIG as well, it’s one helluva lot
more affordable to simply buy a Lone Wolf .357
SIG barrel for your Glock 22 than to buy an entire
new Glock 31. Or vice versa.

The Lone Wolf barrels are touted as drop-ins,
no pistolsmithing required. I liked that! I was
curious, however, to see if it actually worked that
way. Also, what sort of accuracy difference, if
any, could I expect between a Lone Wolf and a
stock Glock barrel? Thus I took my carry Glock
17 to the range and test fired it with four different
9mm Parabellum loads. Hollowpoints all, these
ran the gamut from standard pressure to +P to
+P+. I fired five-shot groups from the bench at 50
feet, the maximum distance possible at the
indoor range on which I do most of my shooting.
Here are the results:
AMMUNITION TESTED STOCK BBL LONE WOLF BBL
Black Hills 147-gr. JHP (Red Box) 1.9” 1.3”
Federal 115-gr. JHP +P+ (9BPLE) 1.2” 1.2”
Remington 115-gr. JHP +P 1.1” 1.3”
Winchester 127-gr. SXT +P+ 1.9” 2.3”
AVERAGE 50-Ft. GROUP SIZE 1.5” 1.5”

The Lone Wolf barrel was not, on average, any
more accurate than the stock Glock barrel. On the
other hand, it wasn’t any less accurate, either.
Sometimes the stock barrel had an edge, some-
times the Lone Wolf barrel. When everything was
averaged out, performance was absolutely identi-
cal, and not too shabby in any event.

If you do want to switch calibers with a Lone
Wolf barrel, or even switch out the stock unit for a
Lone Wolf barrel within the same caliber, you’re
probably going to need to re-zero the gun after-
wards. In my testing, groups with the Lone Wolf
barrel struck considerably high/right in my Glock
17 with sights already zeroed for the stock barrel.

More important to me, the Lone Wolf barrel
was indeed a true drop-in. Feed reliability
remained flawless, as it has always been with this
particular Glock 17 – one reason it’s my carry gun.
The Lone Wolf barrel, in my experience, offers the
same good accuracy as the stock unit, is a true
drop-in AND comes with lead-ammo-friendly
rifling for those who need it. Such a deal.
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“Even if you don’t fire lead ammo,
there are other reasons to consider

an aftermarket Glock barrel.”
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